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PRESENT:  Karla Sexton, Compliance Officer/Business Development; Barb Wool, Clinical 

Operations Manager; Max Houseknecht, CFO; Angie Houseknecht, Medical Office Manager; 

Dr. Kayla Richardson, Medical Director; Dr. Chris Coyner, Dental Director; and Jim 

Yoxtheimer, President & CEO (ex-officio) 

 

PRESENT VIA ZOOM:  Jackie Oliva Strus, Human Resources and Grants Manager 

 

Excused:  Dr. John Boll and Emily Drick 

 

I Policies for Review 

The following sections of the Policy Manual were reviewed for today’s meeting.  Continuing 

Professional Education, Patient Flow, and Patient Grievance.  Of all policies reviewed there was 

only changes recommended for one policy, 12.0.01 Appointment Policies and Procedures.  

Language was changed to align with eCW and Team Care Staffing model.   

 

Motion #1 Angie Houseknecht made the motion to recommend approval of the changes 

made to Policy 12.0.01.  Max Houseknecht, Jr. seconded the motion.  The motion passed 

unanimously.   

 

II FTCA 

Jackie reported that the FTCA application was submitted last month and the Center did receive 

approval for 2021.  There was a form attached to today’s packet so the committee could see what 

was sent in with the application.   

 

III PCMH 

Nothing to report.   

 

IV Credentialing/Recredentialing 

There is no credentialing or recredentialing needs for the month.   

 

V Dental QA/QI Reports 

Dr. Coyner reported there were 10 charts reviewed for the month with 4 fallouts.  One chart with 

blood pressure not documented, one chart with dentition no charted, one chart with operator error 

with radiographs (overlap), and one chart with dental assistant not listed.  All errors were 

discussed with providers and staff involved.  An all-dental email was sent reminding all dental 

clinical staff to update blood pressure status at least once per calendar year.  All exam and 

restorative progress note templates have been updated to include the name of the dental assistant 

present.   

 

There were no patient complaints.   
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VI Medical QA/QI Reports 

Dr. Richardson indicated that charts will be pulled for the third quarter chart review, including 

Sue King.   

 

Barb reported there were three patient complaints which were all patient/provider relation 

related.  Dr. Richardson has met with the individual providers to make them aware of the 

complaint.   

 

VII Patient Satisfaction Survey 

No new surveys have been handed out or received due to COVID.  Expect to see surveys next 

month as they are starting to be distributed again.   

 

VIII Performance Measures 

Barb indicated the Clinical Quality Measures are looking good.  Childhood weight assessment is 

down.  Some documentation fields in eCW has been made a mandatory field, so that number 

should improve.  Barb indicated she will keep a close eye on it to make sure there is 

improvement in those values.  Cervical Cancer screening was reported by manual review.  There 

is an issue with order migration from Success, so some of the fallouts are not truly fallouts, but 

rather the migration issue.  Barb indicated she placed a call to eCW to help remedy the issue.   

 

IX Risk Management 

 a.  Legal:  Max reported that the Center received a letter from Merck in relation to 340B.  

Apparently, some manufacturers are reaching out to health centers in a good faith inquiry to 

make sure there is not a duplication of discount.  The manufacturers are asking health centers to 

provide all claims submissions.  Management reached out to legal counsel yesterday and they 

have informed us not to comply with the letter.  NACHC is working on a response to Merck as 

advised by legal counsel.   

 b.  Incident Reports:  Barb indicated there was two incident reports as follows:  

• An employee was walking to their car and felt a pop in their foot.  An incident 

report was filed, just be sure it was not a workman’s compensation issue.  The 

employee indicated there were no trip hazards.  After inspection of the area, it 

was concluded there were no trip hazards and the parking lot was in good repair.   

• A patient presented to the Center with chest pain and high blood pressure.  There 

was no baby aspirin on site to give to the patient.  There was not any supply on 

the emergency cart as well.  Since then there is a new system in place to track 

stock meds.  Re-education to nurses for outdated medications.  Re-education to 

the MA responsible for stocking of the emergency cart.   

 

X Care Coordination Team 

The Care Team has initiated a Social Determinants of Health assessment on care team patients.  

The insurance companies would like to see this on all patients.  Once the Care Team works on 

the flow and where it would fit in in the work flow it will be implemented on all patients.  Sarah 

Bower participated in a webinar yesterday and will be taking that information to the next Care 

Team meeting to see if there are other ways to capture data more efficiently.  Dr. Richardson 

said this will be worked on in more detail when Emily is back from medical leave.   
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XI EHR Update 

Max reported he is working with Karla regarding tele-video issues.   

 

Max reported good news from the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP).  Their 

integration model has been changed.  Dave and Dr. Richardson have a webinar set up toward the 

end of the month.  It is management’s hope that this tool will be available soon.   

 

XII  Open Discussion 

 a.  Consent to Treat Form:  Angie reported that while updating information for the 

Kiosk it was found that the current Consent to Treat form indicates that it does not expire but the 

office assistants are having patients sign a new form annually.  After speaking with the 

Compliance Officer, it was suggested to change the Consent to Treat form to expire every three 

years, If the committee agrees, it will help the check-in staff tremendously with their work-flow.  

Dr. Coyner reported that every 3 years will work with the dental patients.   

 
Next Meeting Date:  August 13, 2020 @ 12:00 PM Community Room, Administrative Offices 

 


